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In the time of Sultan Bayezid II (1481-1512) who succeeded Mehmed II, the first official *munajjîm* was employed at the Ottoman palace and from then on, the office of the chief *munajjîm* became official.
Annual calendars,
Judgements calendars
Timetables for the Ramadan
Horoscopes for the state officials
And to chose the proper and the auspicious hour to start something important.
Categories of astrology during the Ottoman period:

1. Natural astrology
2. Predictive astrology
   a) Natal Astrology
   b) Horary Astrology
   c) Electional Astrology
MECMUATU’L-AHKAM
(THE BOOK OF ALL JUDGEMENTS)

1st title: Judgements on the strengths and weaknesses of the planets, retrograde motions, conjunctions and aspects

2nd title: Ingress charts, Jupiter-Saturn conjunctions

3rd title: Electional astrology

4th title: Rules of drawing and reading Natal chart

5th title: Horary Astrology
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**توضیحات:**
- عدد 122 در هر سطر و ستون به ترتیب درون سطح مشخص شده است.
- در هر سطر و ستون عدد 2 این ترتیب یکبار رخ می‌دهد.
- سطح مشخص شده با رنگ قرمز نشان دهنده پایه اصلی است.

**بررسی:**
- محاسبه دقیق تعداد این سیستم‌ها در هر سطح ممکن است برای پژوهشگران و دانشجویان نیازمند به پاسخگویی دقیق باشد.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Coordinates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2023</td>
<td>Meeting</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>40°46'44.6&quot;N 73°59'31.5&quot;W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2023</td>
<td>Conference</td>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>37°38'00.0&quot;N 122°22'15.0&quot;W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- This schedule is subject to change.
- Please check with the organizers for the latest updates.

**Contact Information:**
- Email: info@organization.com
- Phone: 123-456-7890
Natal Chart
21 Mar 1761 N.S. Paz
01:03:48 - 100
Istanbul, Turkey
41°01' 02°E05°
Geocentric
Tropical
Ascendant
True Node

Fixed Stars
- Phecda
- Arcturus
- Antares
- Spica
- Agena
- Rigel
- Scheat

Day of: H
Hour of: H
8th Hour of Night
Last Hr: 06 mins
Next Hr: 06 mins
ARIES INGRESS 1693 (77-B-2)
Aries Ingress of The Sun
Solar Return
20 Mar 1698NS, Per [1 secs]
04:37:06 LMT-1 05:62
Istanbul, Turkey
41°N0°028°E6°
Geocentric
Tropical
Ascendant
True Node
Eğer astronomik olarak belirlenmiş ikametinden sonra Güneşin Koç burcuna girmesi zamanında, bu vakit için, gezegenleri ona ne takdir edildi diye inceleyerek gezegenlerin en kuvvetlisine bakarsan, dört köşe evden nusbet (dikilmiş direk) olan köşe evde asli veya geçici iki kuvveti kendisinde toplamış olan senenin yöneticisidir.

SENE YÖNETİCİSİNİ BİLMENİN YOLU
Aries Ingress of The Sun
Solar Return
20 Mar 2018, Sal (±4 secs)
12:15:29 EDT +4:00
Washington, D.C.
38°53'42" 077°W 02'12"
Geocentric
Tropical
Placidus
True Node
Afflicted Mars indicates:

- An increase in wars and unrest
- Rebellion to the Sultan and the death of an important person
- Blood shed in eastern towns
- A big ruin in European countries
- Fires, corruption of crops
- Shipwrecks due to lightning, thunderbolts and firings
- An increase in adultery and breach of marriage - Tenbihat
- An increase in discrimination between people and undeserved profit - Cami
- Mars-Sun square may bring opposition and hostility. An afflicted Mars increases the wars and unrest, use of force against the Kings and their disgrace. Everything in the world is corrupted and the Kings get damaged - Muhyiddin el-Magribi
Saturn in a bad condition indicates defeatism between the Kings and their citizens; brings troubles for women, especially the wives of the Kings and the death of old women - Muhyiddin Magribi

Soldiers all around the world take action and get prepared for battling. It also indicates a severe hostility and conflicts between people, divorce in marriages and separations in business partnerships, the victory of the enemy, diseases and death of old people - Cami
Mars in the 4\textsuperscript{th} House

- Mars in a bad condition indicates evil things at the end of the year, wars, unrest, sorrows and fires - Muhyiddin
- Wars, unrest and bloodshed at the end of the year - Tenbihat
- Wars and enemies, destruction of armies, fire, plague in regions ruled by Mars, corruption of crops, unrest and defeat - Cami
Decline of the Kings, Kings’ worries and concerns about their children or relatives and being defeated due to their actions. - Muhyiddin

Water cut and troubles felt by the majority of the people. Muhtasaru’l-Bari

Devastation of some buildings, damages in planted areas due to flood and numerous earthquakes - Cami

Earthquakes especially if Saturn is in an earth sign. If it conjuncts the Moon and Mercury or makes hard aspects with these planets, then this possibility gets stronger. - Escarü’l Esmar.
Consider the condition of the 10th house and its ruler.

In diurnal chart, the strength or weakness of the Sun is also considered in judgement.

In nocturnal chart the strength or weakness of the Moon is considered in judgement.

This is a general judgement which are valid for all the Kings of the world. To make a judgement on a specific King, consider the rulers of the 10th and the 11th houses.
For example; if Aries is rising in the ingress chart of Constantinople, then Capricorn which is ruled by Saturn will be in the 10th house. So, the judgements concerning the Sultan will be made through Capricorn and its ruler Saturn, based on if it is fortunate or infortunate in the chart.

As a general rule; 10th house is considered the ASC of the Sultan and the judgement is made accordingly.
HIS POSSESSIONS, ASSISTANTS THAT ARE VIZİERS AND SOLDİERS WILL BE REPRESENTED WITH AQUARIUS (2ND HOUSE)
GOVERNMENT, REIGN AND MANAGEMENT WILL BE REPRESENTED WITH LÍBRA (10TH HOUSE)
HIS FRIENDS AND WISHES WILL BE REPRESENTED WITH SCORPIO (11TH HOUSE)
His enemies and misfortune will be represented with Sagittarius (12th House)
Aries Ingress of The Sun
Solar Return
20 Mar 2018, Sal (40 secs)
19:15:23 EDT - 8:00
Ankara, Turkey
39°56′ 03°E52′
Geocentric
Tropical
Placidus
True Node

Fixed Stars

Name | GB
---|---
KAMAL | 0°41′
SENBIR | 0°33′
SCHEAT | 0°22′
AGENA | 1°01′
FALUDES... | 0°05′
ALDEBARAN... | 0°06′
SIRIUS... | 0°06′
Saturn, Mars and Mercury indicates war and unrest. If these three planets are placed in the same sign and the same house in the ingress chart, then wars and unrest are experienced within this year.

The oppositions and squares of these planets also indicate wars and unrest.

When these planets are placed in ASC, 4th, 7th or 10th houses, then severe wars and unrest will be possible.

When they are in cardinal signs, numerous wars will be experienced.
If Mars squares the Sun in the Ingress Chart, then the kings and the governments suffer from wicked and miserable people and there is an unrest between the people and notable people of the government.

The sign where Mars is placed in Aries Ingress chart indicates war and unrest in cities and countries ruled by this sign.

Note: Countries traditionally associated with Capricorn are UK, India, parts of Turkey and Greece, Germany, Albania and Bulgaria.
1\textsuperscript{st} rule: To find out when it will break out, we should identify the number of days through the degrees from the ASC degree of that Ingress Chart to the degree of significator of the war.

2\textsuperscript{nd} rule: In case of there are two planets that signify the war, then the war breaks out when these two significators make an exact aspect. For example, if Mars makes a conjunction with Saturn, then the war breaks out when they make an exact conjunction.

3\textsuperscript{rd} rule: If Mars in the 4th house is the significator of war, the degree between the ASC degree and Mars indicates the number of days after Nawruz (Aries ingress)